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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Live Company Group plc (the “Company”). While the information contained herein has been prepared in good
faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or
implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be
made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company
nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual,
tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for
any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of thisPresentation.
This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or
implied by these statements. These forward-looking statements are statements regarding the Company’s intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company’s
results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties
because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation and the
Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Presentation.
Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company to proceed with any transaction and the right is reserved to
terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors. In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any
appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional
information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation which may become apparent.
This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this
Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract
or commitment whatsoever. Each party to whom this Presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such
advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and
assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and
persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of
the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
AIM-listed global events business consisting of two divisions:
1. BRICKLIVE edutainment
• A global content provider for brick-based events engaging audiences with our unique creations, touring shows and events

2. Live Company Sports and Entertainment (LCSE)

•

•

LCSE conceptualises, acquires rights, commercialises, develops and delivers sport, lifestyle and entertainment events

•

LCSE is within the experiential tourism & leisure sector – Post COVID-19, governments and consumers are expected to spend
money on experiences and active participation

•

LCSE owns 100% of the Intellectual Property, commercial and delivery rights

•

LCSE has the access to Live Company’s existing global network
Multiple Revenue streams from different sectors:
Live Company Sport
–
–
–
–

Motor Sport focused on FIA electric events
Sailing focused on global yachting events
Cycling focused on mass participation city events
Golf focused on tournament format and corporate events

Live Company Entertainment
– Music focused on new format/themed concerts
– Lifestyle focused on art, food and wine events

In addition to these two divisions Live Company Group plc (LVCG) has an
investment of 16.3% in a new digital art platform, START.art
• Launching in June 2021 START.art is the art world’s new evolving dynamic space

COMPANY OVERVIEW

LIVE COMPANY SPORTS
&
ENTERTAINMENT
Live Company owns 16.3% of START Art
Global Limited (START.art platform)

GLOBAL NETWORK
INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE
•

Global network of partner offices in
Northern and Southern Hemisphere

•

Partnership model has facilitated an
enhanced salesforce

•

Allows for maximum year–round asset
utilisation – Southern Hemisphere events
take place in Northern Hemisphere winter
time

SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT CREDENTIALS
Associations

Tourism Authorities

Brands

Broadcasters
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BRICKLIVE
BRICKLIVE USES TOY CONSTRUCTION BRICKS TO CREATE
INSPIRATIONAL & ICONIC GLOBAL EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS

BRICKLIVE

From 1 Event in the UK in 2017 to 71 Events Worldwide in 2019

Albert II, Prince ofMonaco

FantasyKingdom

MythicalBeasts

BigCats

BRICKLIVEChristmas

OuterSpace

Architecture

PAWPatrol

TheSnowmanandTheSnowdog

BRICKLIVE BUSINESS
•

Produces inspirational and iconic exhibitions and
events using toy construction bricks
Company owns 100% of its assets and has one of the
largest independent toy brick production facilities in
the world
Unique position in the market
A recurring revenue model with six main revenue
streams:

•

•
•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BRICKLIVE Zoo, exhibiting themed tours in zoos, safari parks
and visitor attractions worldwide
BRICKLIVE Shows, global network of 16 Licensed Partners
BRICKLIVE IP, establishing relationships with IP partners worldwide
BRICKLIVE Touring, exhibiting themed tours in visitor
attractions and visitor destinations
Corporate Builds, building bespoke brick-based models for
customers worldwide
Consumer sets, creating model or kit using different forms and types
of bricks, encapsulating Client’s brand

*audited as of Audit 2019 balance sheet, publishedJune 2020

Compelling investment case
•

Market position: The company has established a
unique position in the experimental leisure sector

•

Leading Industry partnership and Licence
Agreements: Nickelodeon, Viacom, Entertainment One,
Penguin Random House and The Copyrights Group Ltd

•

Balance Sheet underpinned by inventory: £6m
(audited)* of bricks which have a commercial re-sale
value well in excess of book value

•

Barriers to entry: Bricklive’s acquisition of Bright Bricks,
IP ownership, including Paw Patrol, Peppa Pig, The
Snowman, Peter Rabbit and Paddington Bear

BRICKLIVE TODAY
•

As a stand-alone business division of Live Company, BRICKLIVE broke
even in 2019 staging 71 events globally

•

Following six months of non-activity in the 2020 peak spring and summer
months due to COVID-19 BRICKLIVE returned with 14 touring shows on
three continents

•

BRICKLIVE staged 28 Events in 2020

•

23 of the 24 events postponed from 2020 will take place in 2021/22 with
only 1 cancellation

•

BRICKLIVE hopes to see a return to business in Q3/4 2021 and significant
growth in 2022

•

The management of BRICKLIVE has had to adjust its activities to the post
COVID-19 world with the inclusion of social distancing and timed entry
sessions

•

BRICKLIVE has recently committed to the creation of a new Brickosaurs
Touring Show and is reviewing several new builds for 2022

•

On-going budgets take into account significantly reduced attendance
and applied social distancing measures

LIVE COMPANY SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT
LCSE SPECIALISES IN SPORT, LIFESTYLE
& ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

MOTORSPORT
E-MOBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY FOCUS - FORMULA E STAGING
GLOBAL DESTINATION MARKETING PLATFORM
•

Staging a Formula E race in Cape Town from Season 8 for 10 years building the Electric
“Monaco Grand Prix”

•

Signed agreement in place to host first race in February 2022. FIA announcement
scheduled for July 2021 with launch to coincide with London Formula E the same month

•

Existing agreement with Cape Town government to build the race track in central city
location

•

Revenue being generated from sponsorship, ticket, hospitality, exhibition and
merchandise sales

•

Building a week-long “e-Fest Cape Town” to include:
• e-Motorshow – showcase of e-mobility vehicles
• e-Fest Golf Classic – played in and around the track
•
•
•
•

e-Ride – activation area to experience e-mobility, e-ride competitions & mass e-bike ride
e-Conference – global conference on e-mobility and climate change
e–Art and Fashion – contemporary expression of Green Living
e-Concert – celebration of Green Living and Climate Change Activism

•

Negotiating with Formula E & Host Cities to stage e-Fests during their Formula E week

•

LVCG Formula E revenues will be contributed from the following:
• profit contributions from E-Movement Pty
• operational fees paid directly to LCSE Pty
• commissions paid directly to E-Movement Holdings
• profit contributions from E-movement Holdings for the rollout of E-Fest globally

Formula E Cape Town E-Prix Race Track

SAILING
GLOBAL STOP-OVER EVENTS - SUSTAINABILITY GLOBALISATION OF TRANS - ATLANTIC RACE CREATION AND OWNERSHIP OF NEW EXTREME
SAILING EVENT
•

Hosting The Ocean Race in Cape Town in 2022, including
creating a public Ocean Festival with a Sustainability/War
on Plastics in the Ocean theme and Ocean Sustainability
Conference

•

The novated contract into LCSE Pty has been running for
23 years and ends in 2028

•

Revenue generated from sponsorship sales and the City

•

Conceptualizing and owning a New Extreme Sailing Event –
the Antarctic Challenge – linked to a global awareness
campaign of global warming and the effect
on the Antarctic
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CYCLING
FOCUS TO CREATE GLOBAL CYCLING SERIES
OWNING NEW MASS-CYCLING EVENTS
•

Working with Pick n Pay (a major South African supermarket
brand), continue to grow the World's largest timed cycle event,
recently confirmed by the City of Cape Town while introducing ISO
2022 sustainability principle around water, waste recycling and
community involvement raising €550,000 for local charities annually

•

Cape Town Cycle Tour has been confirmed for 10 October 2021
and 85% of the available participant places have already been sold

•

The existing agreement with Pick n Pay was signed in 2019 for a
further 3 years. Revenue is coming from fees paid by PnP

•

Developing a global cycling series to help promote existing mass
cycling events through joint marketing initiatives driven by a central
marketing strategy and Partner

•

Create new cycling events as part of the global cycling series in
partnership with cities that have an existing cycling culture and
want to promote healthy living, the city and cycling tourism

MUSIC
•

Final stages of agreement to stage K-POP (Korean Pop)
Concert in Germany in 2022

•

Ticket sales due to launch Summer 2021

•

Revenue model are fees and commissions, TV/broadcast
and ticket sales, thereby no risk

YG Family (PSY and Big Bang at AIA Real Life NOW Festival, 2014

KPOP group Winner
Electronic Daisy Carnival, Tokyo, Japan 2016

YGFamily (PSYand Big Bang atAIA
Real Life NOWFestival, 2014

LIFESTYLE
BUILD & OWN CITY TOURISM PROMOTION PLATFORM BASED
AROUND ART, FOOD, WINE/FASHION “BEST OF”
Best of Cape Town Art Food and Wine was announced in October 2020.
Revenue is city sponsorship and initially local sponsorship to global sponsorship support
Create and stage week of showcasing “Best of Cape Town” Art, Food and Wine:
• Selected art gallery, restaurant and wine farm events and experiences
• Invited global media and concierge travel industry
• Invited global art, wine and food critics, investors and collectors
• Young art, food and wine Ambassadors programme
• Corporate guests and global travel clubs
Stage Best of Cape Town Art, Food and Wine at Saatchi Gallery during START Art Fair
featuring young Talent Ambassadors
Stage Best of Cape Town, Art, Food & Wine as part of the Formula-E, Cape Town in
February 2022
Creation of “Best of“ Host City and Corporate Partner programme for targeted global
cities i.e. Cape Town, Seoul, Milan and Singapore

START.art
INVESTMENT IN A NEW DIGITAL ART PLATFORM (16.3%)
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START.art
ONLINE E-COMMERCE ART PLATFORM

Providing a one-stop destination for artists, galleries and collectors
•

START.art is an art sales platform launching in June 2021 which aims to change the future
of how we create, connect, curate and collect art

•

The platform has been conceived expressly to raise artists’ profiles and to facilitate sales
regardless of geographical location

•

The START.art team will market its global gallery, both to seasoned collectors and art
enthusiasts just beginning to build their collections

START.art
ONLINE E-COMMERCE ART PLATFORM

•

The platform will feature both emerging and established international artists that have been
hand-selected by an esteemed curatorial team made up of art-world figures, gallerists,
exhibition curators, advisors and collectors

•

A number of featured artists will be included, consisting of well-known names from the art
world and beyond

•

Building on the move towards digitalisation of art, START.art artists will be able to upload
their art files and mint their own NFTs for a fee

START.art
INTRODUCING KPOP.art
•

The launch of START.art will include the showcasing of the
artwork of three high profile KPOP stars; Henry Lau, Song Min-ho
and Kang Seung Yoon (working under their artist names of Ohnim
and Yoo Yeon), with a combined Instagram reach of over 16
million fans

•

Alongside the KPOP art will be a selection of limited edition prints
and merchandise available to purchase through the START.art
platform

CONTACT US
DAVID CICLITIRA
Chairman, Live Company Group plc
dc@livecompanygroup.com
CHRISTINA ANTHONY
Managing Director, Bricklive
c.anthony@bricklivegroup.com
BRUCE PARKER FORSYTH
Managing Director, Live Company Sports &
Entertainment PTY
bruce@livecompanygroup.com
NICOLA GROSS
Managing Director, START.art
nicola@start.art
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